Through much shorter proofs, some new commnntativity theorems for rings with unity have been obtained. These results either extend or generalize a few wellknown theorems. Our method of proof is based on an iteration technique.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Recently, Psomopoulos [I] Xuan [2] and Harmanci [3] proved some interesting theorems on the commutativity of rings.
Our objective in this paper is to present some new commutativity theorems for rings with unity using an iteration type technique developed by Tong [4] .
Throughout the rest of the paper, R stands for an associative ring with unity I. As usual, [x,y] xy-yx.
The following results will be frequently used in the sequel. 
RESULTS.
A generalization of a famous result due to Bell [6] By the hypothesis of the theorem, and the Lemma I.I, the commmtativity of R is obvious. This completes the proof.
Our first Corollary resembles Theorem 5 of Bell [6] . conclude the commutatlvlty of R when it is assumed to be only n(n!)-torslon free.
Thus in this way we get a slight improvement over the result of Harmancl [3] .
